Reference

Recipient

Department

203428

Police Staff

Helpdesk Blacon

203429

Police Staff

Runcorn - PCSO

203566

Police Officer

Blacon Beat

203997

Police Officer

MIT

204097

Police Officer

204224

Police Officer

Online Child Abuse Investigation
Team
Warrington Beat

204559

Police Staff

Sandbach - PCSO

204675

Police Officer

Roads and Crime - Sgt

204892

Police Officer

Ellesmere Port - Response

204893

Police Officer

Crewe Response

204894

Police Staff

Blacon Helpdesk

204911

Police Officer

Ellesmere port Response

204954

Police Officer

Warrington Response - Insp

204956

Police Officer

Northwich Response

205021

Police Staff

Widnes Helpdesk - Supervisor

205621

Tony Spruce

Warrington Problem Solving
Team

205787

Haddon Hunter

Warrington PCSO

Date of
Nature and Circumstance of Gift or Gratuity
Acceptance

Estimated
Value

Accepted?

Authorisation Status

Authorising Department

30.00

Yes

Authorised

Blacon response - DS

01/05/2021 A local business donated doughnuts for officers and staff as a thank you for all the
effort thay have put in over the the course of the COVID-19 pandemic.
05/05/2021 Cheshire Police have received a donation of sports equipment from Adidas UK
The equipment will be gifted to children and adults across a number of Local
Policing Unit led sports based community engagement activities throughout 2021.
The donation consists of:142 pairs of Adidas Nemeziz football boots in assorted sizes
51 Pairs of women's/ girls Adidas Ultraboost 2.0 training shoes & 5 pairs of men's
5 pairs of Adidas Supernova trainers
50 Adidas tracksuit tops in various sizes

£

£ 21,665.00

Yes

Authorised

Runcorn - Chief Inspector

05/05/2021 After attending an address for a reassurance check following an attempted
burglary, was given a dozen eggs produced by the families pet hens, as a thank you
for their help.
28/04/2021 2 Bottles of wine were given to an officer as a thank you, after the support they
provided to a family.
11/05/2021 A Member of Public gited a box of chocolates to an officer as a thank you for the
the work they did in regards to an investigation.
12/05/2021 A member of public gave asome chocolates and a bottle of wine as a thank you to
the officers involved in the investigation into an assault on their father.
13/05/2021 An oficer was given a ginger cake from from a vendor in the indoor market as a
thank you for the hard work the police have put in during the pandemic.
09/05/2021 After disclosing that they were an emergency service worker, an officer was
refunded the value of a vehicle rental, with the company stating that they are not
charging emergency service workers in the current pandemic situation.
14/05/2021 Officers who attended a sudden death incident were given a selection of cakes by
the family as a thank you for their professionalism
14/05/2021 Following a successful conviction, the victims in the case gave a number of
cupcakes to the officers involved as a thank you for their work in the case.
14/05/2021 A foreign national who was completing their change of address registration, gave a
bunch of bananas to the helpdesk as a thank you for their help
Due to the tills being down at a macdonalds, an officer was given their meal free of
charge
17/05/2021 A member of the public gave a bunch of flowers to an officer as a thank you for
dealing with an incident.
20/05/2021 A victim of a crime gave an officer 3 small gifts as a thank you for their work and for
trying to get justice for them. The gifts were:
- Black eyed susan
(rubeckia) plant seeds
- 1x small bag of chakra crystals
- 1 selenite meditation stone
26/05/2021 An officer was given a Milk tray selection box and a bag of Thorntons toffee as a
thank you for attending an incident.
29/05/2021 Two PCSO's were eating their lunch in a local café, when a member of the public
came over and thanked them for all they do. When they came to pay for their
meals, they discovered that it had already been paid for by the member of public
who had thanked them previously.
30/05/2021 A member of public gave two trays of cakes to officers and staff as a thank you for
the work and support provided to the local Polich community.

£

1.50

Yes

Authorised

Blacon Beat Management - Sgt

£

10.00

Yes

Authorised

Hummingbird - Det. Sgt

£

3.00

Yes

Authorised

£

10.00

Yes

Authorised

Online Child Abuse Investigation
Team - Det. Sgt
Warrington Beat Management

£

1.00

Yes

Authorised

Macclesfield Response - Insp

£

64.00

Yes

Authorised

Roads and Crime - Inspector

£

19.00

Yes

Authorised

E'port - Chief Inspector

£

10.00

Yes

Authorised

Crewe Response - Sgt

£

1.50

Yes

Authorised

Blacon Helpdesk - Supervisor

£

5.00

Yes

Authorised

Ellesmere Port Response - Sgt

£

20.00

Yes

Authorised

Warrington Response - T/CI

£

5.00

Yes

Authorised

Northwich Response - Inspector

£

10.00

Yes

Authorised

Widnes Response - Sgt

£

19.85

Authorised

Problem solving Team - Sgt

£

10.00

Authorised

Warrington Beat Management Sgt

Yes

